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Tony Saineghi is an experienced Life and Annuity Project delivery 

executive and Strategic Advisory for Mantissa Group LLC, a strategy 

consulting firm serving the CIO executive and their extended 

leadership teams. Tony is an industry expert with deep experience, 

most recently as an independent consultant to Global 100 financial 

services and technology consulting firms.  Over the course of his 

career, he has led thirteen global business and technology 

modernization initiatives, in both executive advisor and execution 

capacities.  He has driven every aspect, from senior executive buy-in for investment rationale 

for major transformations to re-tooling organizations that were required to shift from 

maintaining systems to new platform development.   

Tony’s experience prior to joining Mantissa’s leadership team was as a Transformation Lead at 
Allianz North America.  There, he developed a bottom-up plan and onboarded a team of over 
280 to scaled agile product teams for a platform modernization program.  The global team 
subsequently delivered on strategic platform commitments in ten months and today embraces 
continuous improvement and delivery.  The plan included developing and integrating over 30 
homegrown and vendor systems in a hybrid cloud and on-premises environment. Tony worked 
alongside business and technology leadership to adopt agile best practices and drive urgent 
deadlines.  
 
Prior to that, he worked in partnership with leadership at the award-winning clearinghouse, 
Options Clearing Corporation (OCC).  There he developed an integrated delivery and quality 
testing plan for a team of over 200 specialists modernizing its critical capital markets platform.  
The cloud-based platform utilized cutting edge streaming service and security protocols to 
calculate millions of transactions necessary to evaluate portfolio risk, provide liquidity and 
ensure stable market participation. 
 
Tony has also built businesses, driving a Professional Services division of Accenture that 
serviced Insurance and Annuity carriers.   
 

Mr. Saineghi earned a BS in Finance from DePaul University and is pursuing a Masters of 

International Service from American University.  He is a Governing Member of the Chicago 

Symphony Orchestra and a member of the Union League Club of Chicago. 
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